Policy Summary:
ESG Credit Scores (1/2)
Ed Says:

“The Great Reset is a poison in the veins of the nation.”

“ESG Credit Scores are a measure to control the economy, our behavior, and corporate
behavior.”
The Problem
The Great Reset is a “revolution,” “a fundamental
change in the way we live, work and relate to one
another… and even what it means to be human.” This
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In

Stake Holder Capitalism, big corporations and

investment companies make their money off of their
relationship with governments and how they “tow the

global utopia requires conformity to the UN’s 17

government line.” It’s not consumer wants and needs that

“Sustainable Development Goals” (SDG).

drive production, it’s SDGs that tell you what you should buy.
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The Great

Reset was officially launched in the midst of the pandemic:

“We should take advantage of this unprecedented
opportunity to reimagine our world.”
3

ESG Credit Scores are a measure to control our
economy, our behavior, and corporate behavior, to

Conforming to The Great Reset agenda means big profits.
ESG investing has grown from $10 billion in 2015 to $246
billion in March 2021.

The hard truth is that we are destroying ourselves with
our own tax dollars.

measure our compliance with SDGs. ESG Credit Scores

The Idaho Department of Commerce gave a $50 million

target all aspects of our financial lives: business loans,

tax break for Facebook to build a META center in Kuna.

investing, retirement funds, car loans, mortgages, and

We pay our tax dollars to reward a corporation that

insurance. Who assigns ESG Credit Scores? The big banks

wants to permanently silence us.

and finance companies. You will have access to money,
goods, and services based on how you conform in areas of

Corporate members of the Idaho Association of

the Environment, Social Justice, and Governance (ESG).

Commerce and Industry (IACI) who now promote SDGs

For example:

are big donors to our Governor and our state leaders.
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These same leaders have refused to act to protect basic

Environment: If you are an oil company or deal with

medical freedoms. Their excuse is that the “government

nuclear power, you will be downgraded.

should not interfere in the relationship between private

Social Justice: You are upgraded if you support “woke,”

business and their employees.” Ironically, it is those same

anti-police and anti-white causes on social media.

businesses, with their lobbyists, that keep them in power

Governance: You are upgraded if you meet quotas for

and advise them on how to spend our tax dollars.

women, racial and LBGTQ+ minorities in your company.
The healthcare systems are heavily subsidized by
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https://www.weforum.org/focus/fourth-industrial-revolution
https://unosd.un.org/

slush fund of millions of federal COVID dollars that
reward the implementation of federal policies and

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/07/covid19-this-is-how-toget-the-great-reset-right/
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taxpayers at the federal, state, and local levels. Add in a

https://redoubtnews.com/2021/09/idaho-assoc-of-commerceindustry-iaci-is-promoting-agenda-2030/
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mandates, and you have a perfect storm of corruption
where our tax dollars are funding the destruction of our
freedoms.
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Policy Summary:
ESG Credit Scores Cont. (2/2)
Ed Says:

“The Great Reset is a poison in the veins of the nation.”

“ESG Credit Scores are a measure to control the economy, our behavior, and corporate
behavior.”
Ultimately, The Great Reset creates a two-tiered system

I will use Idaho Code 67-802 to investigate Facebook for

where government leaders and big corporations gain more

censorship and shadow-banning.

power and wealth, while the rest of us are trapped in a
smothering form of fascism. Idaho has to pave the way

I will not cut deals with multi-national corporations that

and show the rest of the country that there is a way out of

use water needed by farmers.

this insanity.
I will work with the legislature to enact a bill to protect

The Solution

Idaho Citizens from ESG credit scores.

Glenn Beck says that qualifications to address The Great
Reset should be

the #1 Litmus Test for choosing a

candidate. We have to put aside personalities and get
serious about qualifications. Our Governor is part of the

Bottom Line: My goal is to create a “caustic
environment” for corporations that push The Great
Reset.

problem, and our Lt. Governor plans to reward big
corporations by eliminating corporate income tax. As a
finance expert with specific expertise in modern monetary
theory (the economic system the Left is using to destroy our
economy), I am the only candidate who is qualified to
protect Idaho from The Great Reset.

I will not use our tax dollars to reward multi-national
corporations with property tax breaks and will review
tax loopholes being given to multi-national
corporations.

I will use Idaho Code 67-802 which grants the
Governor the authority to “require the attorney general
or the prosecuting attorney of any county to inquire
into the affairs or management of any corporation
existing under the laws of this state” to investigate the
hospital corporations. My only question: What did the
hospital execs do for frontline healthcare workers and
ICU capacity with the HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS they
received of our tax dollars?”
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